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Solutions Down
1. CLIMBING
2. POPULIST
3. STRAINING
4. BLAH
5. ERA

Fly
Solutions Across
1. CAPITAL
2. IMPEACH
3. BALANCE
4. SYNTAX
5. GET

on the wall …

Fly knows that rationality dictates that 
he and his fellow citizens ought to 

be more concerned about what Moody’s 
have decreed about our creditworthiness 
than about an unlikely triumph by our 
rugby team in a sporting tournament. But 
he also knows that sentiment, especially 
mass sentiment, does not work this way. 
And he cannot pretend his own sentiment 
worked this way.

History is bloated with terrible 
examples of mass sentiment. It very 
seldom has anything to do with 
rationality. In fact, the less it has to do 
with rationality, the more powerful its 
effects tend to be. It can feed off the 
smallest moments, utilise the most laconic 
seeds of poison as a catalyst for horror. It 
is when the books are put away and the 
noise becomes overwhelming that the 
scariest things tend to start happening.

But mass sentiment, like all sentiment, 
can be good as well as bad. It can smile 
as well as snarl, laugh as well as cry, love 
as well as hate. When humanity cries 
in solidarity with something ineffable 
as Notre Dame burns, when township 
shebeens and cigar lounges erupt in 
spontaneous joy as a final whistle blows 
and the strains of Shosholoza have a 

saccharine tinge of Kumbaya about them, 
we perceive those moments of desirable 
mass sentiment we see far too seldom to 
be, on some level, as real and as visceral as 
those moments of terrible mass sentiment 
we see far too often.

So where do they differ – the collective 
good sentiment and the collective bad 
sentiment? For one, the former tends 
to manifest far less often. For another, 
the latter tends to entail real effects on 
the ground that are more perceptible, 
and that may be far more enduring. 
Undesirable mass sentiment tends to 
wrap itself around, and penetrate, daily 
personal and social dynamics in a way 
desirable mass sentiment appears simply 
incapable of emulating. A toxic shibboleth 
becomes mass hate, becomes a pogrom, 
a genocide. Collective resentment plays 
itself out in the formation of political 
parties that end up winning elections, 
or factions that achieve coups, and soon 
we are killing and torturing the enemy 
tribe. Collective feel-good somehow 
floats around daily reality, for as long as it 
lasts, which is usually distressingly short, 
without actually seeming to interfere 
with it. The battle lines of daily reality are 
often redrawn or at least entrenched by 

collective hatred. They usually remain 
pretty much unaffected in the glow of 
collective feel-good.

Part of the reason for this is that 
collective feel-good celebrates some 
or other over-arching affiliation or 
association that is removed from the 
affiliations and associations that animate 
daily reality, whereas collective hatred 
tends to fuel, feed on and even drive 
affiliations and associations that animate 
daily reality. Collective feel-good binds 
us together in some unreal time-space 
dimension without threatening to bring 
us together in the very real daily time-
space reality, allowing us to “leave aside” 
that reality for as long as the sentiment 
lasts.

Of course one cannot bottle it. Nor can 
one turn it into something that upends 
daily reality. But one can try to identify its 
unifying elements and nurture these. One 
can use it as a salve and a sop to remind 
ourselves of what the opposite of ugly 
factionalism looks and feels like, and try 
to make it manifest itself more often. One 
can hope that in some way, at some level, 
it may enter daily reality and stay for a bit.

And one can enjoy it – and watch it 
again over a cold beer. A


